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If you still do not know RockAppRoll, now is time to! It is the paradise of applications,
where you can find the best apps for all mobile phones.Downloading apps from this social
network is funny and different. Not only you have the opportunity to download the latest
apps but you can also vote for them and leave feedback. Don't forget to follow our page
on Facebook too. If you still do not know RockAppRoll, now is time to! It is the paradise of
applications, where you can find the best apps for all mobile phones.Downloading apps

from this social network is funny and different. Not only you have the opportunity to
download the latest apps but you can also vote for them and leave feedback. Don't forget
to follow our page on Facebook too.Q: Scheduling Push Notifications for specific time I am

new in push notifications using Google Play Services. I am aware of the concept of
scheduling a notification. How does Google Play Services handle the case of specified time
for a notification to go out, say at 5pm. I can schedule a notification to go out at 5pm the
next day, so that it will arrive exactly at 5pm on the next day. But this is just a single day.
I don't want the notification to go out next day in the evening at say 7pm. I want it to go

out next day at 5pm. A: When you schedule a notification at certain time in the future you
are not able to directly specify the time but have to use a time of day. If you schedule a
notification at 5PM next day at 17HRS time it means that your notification will be sent at

same time in the next day. Its just the time when the notification will be sent, not the time
that the notification is sent. If you want to send a notification at 5PM in the current day

you should add a time stamp in the notification that will specify this time. Here's a link to
Google documentation about time stamps and scheduling notifications: A: When you

schedule a notification, you can specify a time for it to go out. So you can schedule your
notification to go out at 5PM and it will be delivered on the next day at 5PM. When you

want to notify a user at
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